SAM PuttStation
The SAM PuttStation is the ideal extension for PuttLab indoor installations - the
perfect tool for indoor studios and academies as well as retail golf shops. Using the
SAM FlexTriplet and the SAM PuttStation together allows to set up and change the
putter in seconds. Simply clip the triplet on the shaft and both the putter and the
triplet will be calibrated automatically.
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Sturdy fixture for PuttLab
The unit is easily removable
for use at different locations

Adjustable height
Will fit to any putting
surface

Extendable calibration rail
Different sets of feet
For quick and easy
calibration of both the putter
and triplet.
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Two sets of feet for
different floor conditions
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SAM PuttStation - Features
The biggest advantage to using the SAM PuttStation with the SAM PuttLab is ease
of set up and perfect calibration. Use of a laser is only needed for the initial setup
making change of putters, triplets etc. extremely simple. Once the station is set up in
the studio environment, calibration is done simply by holding the putter to the
extended calibration ruler/ arm and then calibrating the system as usual. This is very
beneficial for putter testing or in case of using SAM PuttLab in a retail/ shop
environment!

Extendable calibration ruler
Allows you to set up the putter in
seconds. Just clip the triplet onto
the shaft and align the putter face
to the extended ruler / arm.
The SAM PuttStation must be
initially adjusted to the aim or
target direction by attaching the
alignment laser to the ruler / arm
(laser is part of the package, see
small picture below). Once this is
done the station is perfectly
square to the target line.
Laser
Laser alignment board

Adjustable station height
The height of the station and calibration ruler above ground can be adjusted - so the
station will fit to any putting mat or surface. Different types of feet allowing you to
create the best solution for your specific putting environment (floor).
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LCD mounting arm (optional)
Create a studio environment by adding a
flat screen or second screen to your
SAM PuttLab. The screen attaches directly
to the SAM PuttStation using the optional
mounting arm. With use of a Touchscreen
LCD direct operation without keyboard and
mouse can be achieved. Works with most
screens up to 22”.
(LCD package and holder available on
request).
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